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www.oursolarsiblings.com
Our Solar Siblings (OSS) is an Australian-based high school level astronomy curriculum replacement project open and free to any
interested high school. OSS is an education partner of LCO.global. We provide curriculum materials, training and support to teachers to
facilitate the non-trivial and effective use of these robotic telescopes within the everyday high school classroom in order to improve a
variety of outcomes for all students. We also provide direct mentoring to students undertaking independent research projects.This
classroom approach is primarily driven by three major sequential projects. In the first, students examine telescopes, the night sky, the
objects it contains and plan their observation sessions with the LCO telescopes. In the second, students learn about how and why we
use fits images in the context of colour imaging as a means to explore and understand objects in the cosmos leading onto covering the
structure of the universe and the big bang. The third project has material for Yrs 11/12, the IB and for independent research projects.

OSS’s aims are to 1) Increase students’ understanding and appreciation for the Universe around them; 2) Increase students’
appreciation for the true methodology and approach of science; 3) Increase the probability of students choosing science other than as a
potential personal interest, as a topic for higher level study or as a potential future career path; 4) Involve the nontrivial use of real
astronomical data from a real research grade telescope; 5) Enable students to take their research to a natural scientific conclusion in the
form of a scientific publication. We focus on Year 10 in Australia which is the last year of compulsory science before they choose to
continue or discontinue physics in Year 11/12. Our endeavour is to shift this ratio. Year 10 is also the main year that astronomy is in the
national curriculum. There are currently a variety of astronomical publications resulting from student research as well as educational
publications describing the outline, design, effectiveness and other issues.

OSS officially began in October 2014. The in-class approach, though, has been rigorously evaluated and continuously reformed in
response to student and teacher feedback over the past seven years. Evaluation of the content knowledge and attitudinal results from
the students paints a fairly clear picture that the OSS materials have a strong impact on their classroom practices and understanding
but also that there are many areas that also need to be addressed and aspects that need to be improved. Nevertheless, the 430
students (out fo 5000+) who presented both pre and post data pre-2015 show a moderate strength ( cohen’s d = 0.368 ) and statistically
significant ( p < 0.0001 ) content knowledge gain as well as a variety of strong changes in the nature of their experiences in the
classroom. More recent shifts using the newer approaches are of the order of cohen’s d = 1.0 . We seem to have solved the content
knowledge problem, we are more focussed at the current level of development on shifting students attitudes towards science and their
understandings of the nature of science and scientific inquiry. Please see our latest newsletter online and the materials near the poster.

